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00.00

Transcript

The time for excuses is over;
now is the time for strength.

Visual Text

Dark screen gives way to bright light (USA flag
appears faintly)
Words on screen:
THE DEEP STATES [sic] TIME IS OVER
Images: Families carrying American flags,
waving Trump placards

Source

Source:
Trump speech to the National Assembly of the Republic of
Korea on 7 November, 2017
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/remarkspresident-trump-national-assembly-republic-korea-seoulrepublic-korea/

Voice: Trump
00.09

If you want peace you must
stand strong at all times.

Image: dark screen gives way to bright light
(USA flag appears faintly)
Words on screen:
STAND FAST
Images: Three Trump supporters in a car park,
wearing T shirts “Trump 2020”; “DJT 2020”;
“Jesus Savior” with American flag.
Voice: Trump

Source: Trump speech to the National Assembly of the
Republic of Korea on 7 November, 2017
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/remarkspresident-trump-national-assembly-republic-korea-seoulrepublic-korea/
“The time for excuses is over. Now is the time for strength.
If you want peace, you must stand strong at all times.”

Source: Trump’s Inagaugural Address

00.15

The time for empty talk is over.
Now arrives the hour of action.

Images: Trump at a rally speaking the words
on the soundtrack (Presidential seal)
Image: dark screen gives way to bright light
(USA flag appears faintly)
Words on screen:
THE HOUR HAS ARRIVED

“We will no longer accept politicians who are all talk and
no action -- constantly complaining but never doing
anything about it.
The time for empty talk is over. Now arrives the hour of
action.”

Voice: Trump
00.23

Today you end one chapter,
but you are about to begin the
greatest adventure of your life

Trump at a rally applauding, huge crowds in
background cheering. Large USA flag, many
Trump placards.
Closeup of faces in crowd, MAGA hat
(rapturous, cheering)

Source: Trump’s Liberty University Commencement
Speech, May, 2017

Voice: Trump
00.29

January 20th will be
remembered as the day the
people became the rulers of
this nation again.

Image: dark screen gives way to bright light
(USA flag appears faintly)
Words on screen:
A NEW REVIVAL
Images: Crowds at Trump rally
Trump at rally, speaking the words on the
soundtrack
dark screen gives way to bright light (USA flag

Source: Trump’s inaugural address
“What truly matters is not which party controls our
government, but whether our government is controlled by
the people. January 20th 2017, will be remembered as the
day the people became the rulers of this nation again. The
forgotten men and women of our country will be forgotten
no longer.”

appears faintly):
Words on screen:
WE THE PEOPLE
Voice: Trump

00.39

If the righteous many do not
confront the wicked few, then
evil will triumph.

Images: People marching with flags: USA flag,
Texas for Trump flag, Shofar;
Trump rally crowds (placards: “Keep America
Great”)
Trump speaking at rally

Source: Trump speaking to the General Assembly of the
United Nations, September 2017
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/remarkspresident-trump-72nd-session-united-nations-generalassembly/j

Voice: Trump
00:45

You came by the tens of
millions to become part of a
historic movement, the likes of
which the world has never seen
before.

Source: Trump’s inaugural address
Images: Trump crowds lining the street:
“Trump 2020” flags, USA flags, placards “Stop
the Steal”, “Count all Votes”. In foreground:
Black woman; White man wearing T-shirt “I
was going to be a Liberal for Halloween but my
head wouldn’t fit up my Ass”
Trump speaking words of the soundtrack in
rally
Trump crowds at rally

Voice: Trump

00:57

Now we are calling for a great
reawakening

Video footage: Dark screen gives way to bright
light (USA flag appears faintly)
Words on screen:
THE GREAT AWAKENING
Voice: Trump

Source: Trump’s speech to the General Assembly of the
United Nations, September 2017
“The United States of America has been among the greatest
forces for good in the history of the world, and the greatest
defenders of sovereignty, security, and prosperity for all.
Now we are calling for a great reawakening of nations, for
the revival of their spirits, their pride, their people, and their
patriotism.”

1:04

When decent people and
nations become bystanders to
history, the forces of

Video Footage:
Crowd at political rally wearing MAGA hats,
centring on a black man laughing;
Crowd marching in streets with flags (5-6

Source: Trump’s speech to the General Assembly of the
United Nations, September 2017 (speaking particularly
against North Korea)

destruction only gather power
and strength.

Trump flags, 1 American flag);
Trump at podium for final words
Video footage: Dark screen gives way to bright
light (USA flag appears faintly):
Words on screen:
PUT ON THE ARMOR OF GOD
Voice: Trump

1:14

This American carnage stops
right here and stops right now.

Video Footage: Young white woman wearing
Trump shirt, with two young children (holding
one), watching rally;
Trump at podium

Source: Trump’s inaugural address
This American carnage stops right here and stops right now.

Video footage: Dark screen gives way to bright
light (USA flag appears faintly):
Words on screen:
CORRUPTION ENDS NOW
Voice: Trump

1:22

Do not underestimate us. And
Video footage: Trump at podium;
do not try us. This will be a fatal Trump at a political rally
miscalculation.
Video footage: Dark screen gives way to bright
light (USA flag appears faintly)
Words on screen:
PANIC IN DC

Source: Trump issuing a warning to North Korea,
November 2017
https://edition.cnn.com/2017/11/07/politics/presidentdonald-trump-south-korean-address/index.html
“"The weapons you are acquiring are not making you safer,
they are putting your regime in grave danger," Trump said
during an address at South Korea's National Assembly in

Voice: Trump

1:31

It’s not which party controls our
government but whether our
government is controlled by the
people

Seoul. "Every step you take down this dark path increases
the peril you face."

Source: Trump’s Inaugural Address
Video Footage: People at a rally (all white),
holding TRUMP/PENCE signs, waving hands;
People at a rally (all white faces), centring on a
white woman w/ serious expression;
Trump motorcade on streets of a large city
(cars carrying multiple trump flags,
outnumbering a few American flags)

Video footage: Dark screen gives way to bright
light (USA flag appears faintly)
Words on screen: WE THE PEOPLE
Voice: Trump

1:39

There should be no fear. We
are protected. We will be
protected by God.

Video footage: Trump political rally, first
focusing on the face of a woman wearing a
Trump hat, next to a man holding a “Veterans
for Trump” sign, then the larger rally audience
(numerousTrump signs, Trump at podium on
right side)
Video footage: Dark screen gives way to bright
light (USA flag appears faintly)
Words on screen:
HAVE FAITH
TRUST GOD
Voice: Trump

“There should be no fear -- we are protected, and we will
always be protected.”
Source: Trump’s Inaugural Address

1:48

I know that each of you will be
a warrior for the truth, will be a
warrior for our country and for
your family.

Video footage: Individual faces at a rally:
1. a white woman with white trump hat,
2. young black man holding up a phone (this
image is shown much more briefly than
others),
3. white woman holding Trump sign,
4. older white man with red MAGA hat, raising
his hand, serious expression
5. Black man wearing red ‘45’ hat, smiling
6. Mike Pence at the podium
7. Trump at the podium;
Footage of the whole rally, holding up MAGA
hates, Trump/Pence signs, ‘Promises kept’
signs

Voice: Trump

Source: Trump’s Commencement Speech to Liberty
University - May, 2017

1:57

I know that each of you will do
what is right, not what is the
easy way.

Video Footage: Individual faces at a rally:
1. Young Hispanic woman), smiling
2. View of the back of a person (long hair,
perhaps woman) wearing red MAGA hat and
red “Run Forest Run’ Shirt, facing a large
American flag

Source: Trump’s Commencement Speech to Liberty
University - May, 2017

Footage of whole rally again, panning in to
focus on hands holding up Trump Pence sign
and one man holding up a white hard hat

Voice: Trump
2:02

Our answer will be the rebirth
of devotion to defeat the
enemies of humanity.

Video Footage: Trump at the podium
Video footage: Dark screen gives way to bright
light (USA flag appears faintly)
Words on screen:
A REBIRTH OF
OUR NATION
Video Footage: Trump at the podium
Voice: Trump

Source: Trump speaking to the General Assembly of the
United Nations, September 2017
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/remarkspresident-trump-72nd-session-united-nations-generalassembly/j
Also evoking the Gettysburg Address:
‘a new birth of freedom’

2:09

This is a very different
administration than the United
States has had in the past.

Video Footage: Trump rally crowd, more faces
of colour than in previous clips, holding up
‘Veterans for Trump’, ‘Trump Pence’ and
‘Women for Trump’ signs;
Trump at podium;
Screen turns to black
Words appear on screen (USA flag appears
faintly):
AMERICA
REBORN

2:21

Our Father
Who art in heaven
Hallowed by Thy name
Thy Kingdom come
Thy will be done
On earth as it is in heaven.
Give us this day our daily bread
And forgive us our trespasses
as we forgive those who
trespass against us
And lead us not into temptation
And deliver us from evil.
Amen.

Video footage: View of earth from space,
turning towards the USA, lights appear
covering the nation, states turn blue and red
Words appear overlaying the image:
JANUARY 20, 2021
WWG1WGA
Voice: Unknown male

Source:
Trump speech to the National Assembly of the Republic of
Korea on 7 November, 2017
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefings-statements/remarkspresident-trump-national-assembly-republic-korea-seoulrepublic-korea/

2:44

Screen goes black
Words appear on screen in gold:
MATTHEW SCARBORO
VFX COMPOSITOR

